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In the beginning… there was find_theorems















Hundreds of developments: The Archive of Formal Proofs.



But search in massive datasets exists!



Search engines in the Isabelle landscape…

This is getting out of hand. Now 
there are two of them!



FindFacts: A play in three acts



Act I. To find a fact
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Act II. Revenge of the dump
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Act III. Integration and salvation 

?



Demo

https://search.isabelle.in.tum.de

https://search.isabelle.in.tum.de




















What do people search for? 16K Queries:

“prime”      (834)

“*”                 (291)

“ring”               (144)

“comm*”          (129)

“pigeonhole” (118)

“matrix” (116)

“⋂” (116)



SErAPIS



The Isabelle Libraries

Archive of Formal Proofs: 3,396,200 lines of code (as of April, 2022)



The Isabelle Libraries and AFP
● Theories are formed using many (interconnected) artefacts

- Theorems, lemmata, corollaries, definitions, axiomatisations.
- Locales, sublocales, classes and subclasses + interpretations, instantiations 

and abbreviations.

● Potentially daunting for new Isabelle users
“I’m looking for Harmonic (numbers), where do I even start?”

1. Novice users might have an idea of what is needed to complete proof.

BUT not enough experience with library organisation and naming 
conventions to find what they need.

2.   Modern search users expect an experience akin to a google search box.

e.g., input a “bag-of-words” search in a search box



The SErAPIS Search Engine
● SErAPIS: Search Engine by the Alexandria Project for ISabelle

● Designed to help new Isabelle users navigate the Libraries and AFP

- A Concept-oriented (NL) search engine.

- Aims to minimise user input with “intelligent” retrieval algorithms 
doing the work

● Designed to facilitate research into Isabelle retrieval

1. Replaceable components.

2.    Index and front-end support multiple retrieval models.

  3.    Anonymised session and query tracking.

4.    Supports relevance feedback directly in the UI.



A Tool for New Isablelle Users
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● What do we mean by concept-oriented?
- “understand” the mathematical concepts/ideas behind a search. 
- Associate closely related notions.

● What are “concepts”?
- words or phrases that refer to mathematical ideas (e.g., objects and structures)
- most concepts are nouns or noun phrases pre-modified by adjectives.



Architecture to Support Research - I



Architecture to Support Research - II
● Index can expose multiple fields for models

● Front end can interface to multiple models



Architecture to Support Research - III

● User-provided relevance 
judgements

● Clickthrough data
● Sessions: Evolution of 

queries



A Peek Inside the Box

1. Concept Index for 
Wikipedia Mathematics 
articles

2. Fact features + Abstracts 
for each fact.

3. Top 20 most relevant Wiki 
articles for each fact.

Current Implementation



Mapping Concepts to Facts - I



Mapping Concepts to Facts - II

Top 20 Wikipedia Math 
Articles
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Demo

https://behemoth.cl.cam.ac.uk/search/SErAPIS_online_user_guide.pdf

https://behemoth.cl.cam.ac.uk/search/

https://behemoth.cl.cam.ac.uk/search/












Closing Remarks

1. Migrate from Isabelle Dump to Isabelle-Scala and Isabelle build.
2. Keep index up-to-date with Isabelle + AFP releases.
3. Develop new NL mapping functions.
4. Build a Test Collection for evaluating Isabelle NL search.

● Ongoing and Future Work

● Links

https://behemoth.cl.cam.ac.uk/search/- SErAPIS search engine:

- SErAPIS User Guide:
https://behemoth.cl.cam.ac.uk/search/SErAPIS_online_user_guide.pdf

● Acknowledgements: THANK YOU to Angeliki-Koutsoukou Argyraki, Fabian and the 
organisers for their invitation!

- My website: https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~yas23/



Questions?
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